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Ooops! First things first: somehow I neglected to thank Cindy Ratzlaff of
Simon & Schuster Audio for all her help on the first two issues. Please accept
my apologies, Cindy; I’m still not sure how I missed you. Also, my apologies to
Adam Rothberg for renaming him last issue.
At the end of October my family and I drove to Seattle, Washington, for the
1989 World Fantasy Convention. There isn’t much to see between Utah and
Washington (actually, there isn’t much to see between Utah and just about
anyplace), but the drive was breathtaking in some places. Descending from
an altitude of about 4,500 feet to sea-level made for some interesting scenery
changes. We were amazed as we drove down the mountains into Seattle; the
city really is situated where the mountains meet the ocean. A report on the
convention can be found on page 5, along with several photos.
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chance to meet Nancy at the WFC, where she told me about her next novel; it
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This issue features the first in a series of author interviews conducted by
Robert R. McCammon exclusively for Lights Out!. Because the interview is
with Joe Lansdale, I thought it would be interesting to run an interview with
McCammon that Lansdale did for The Twilight Zone Magazine a few years ago;
the interviews begin on page 9.
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The contest to write the conclusion to McCammon’s short story “The Night I
Killed the King” was very successful; a total of thirteen endings were submitted.
The winning entry and excerpts from the others begin on page 15. As I told
some of the entrants, I’m glad I didn’t have to pick the winner; each of the
endings was very entertaining.
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Goat Busters
A Message from the Editor

Just before going to press, I finished the advance reading copy of Mine. All I’ll
say is that you won’t be disappointed; I think the book’s gritty realism makes it
one of the scariest books Rick has written.
Back issues of Lights Out! are available for $3.00 each. We currently have
both of the first two issues available. Also, “The Almost-Complete Robert R.
McCammon Bibliography” that appeared in the October 1989 issue of Lights
Out! will be maintained as necessary. Interested readers can obtain up-to-date
listings by sending a self-addressed, stamped business envelope to Lights Out!
(please specify that you want the bibliography).
Please send all correspondence to:
Hunter Goatley
Lights Out!
P.O. Box 2111
Orem, Utah 84059-2111
Thanks to the following people for helping to make the World Fantasy
Convention more enjoyable for me: Rick and Sally McCammon, Joe and
Karen Lansdale, Al Sarrantonio, Nancy Collins, Stan Wiater, Tim Powers,
F. Paul Wilson, James Kisner, Jane Jewell, Beth Gwinn, and Paul Wrigley.
And special thanks to the Lights Out! subscribers in attendance for their
company (I’m just sorry we didn’t have more time): Dave & Barbara Bailey,
Dave & Laurie Hinchberger, Jim & Sylviane Hoare, Geordie Howe, Barbara
& John Hubbard, Dan B. McMillen, Dean Marquandt, and Jodi Strissel.
Finally, thanks to everyone who sent Christmas cards. I hope you all had a
safe and fun holiday!
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Things Unearthed...
News items of interest

April’s Blue World Paperback
to Include Excerpt from Mine
As previously reported, Pocket Books will be publishing
the Robert R. McCammon short story collection Blue World
in April 1990. Many people have wondered if the American
edition of Blue World will differ from 1989’s British edition;
Lights Out! has learned that the American paperback
will contain an excerpt from the next McCammon novel,
Mine. The excerpt will consist of a combination of several
chapters from the novel, which is scheduled for release in
a hardcover edition in May 1990.
In addition, the collection will include previously unpublished letters from McCammon introducing both the
novella “Blue World” and the excerpt from Mine. The tentative cover art for Blue World—reproduced on the cover
of this issue—depicts a tomb in a cemetery and is rendered
in striking blue.
Meanwhile, the advance reading copies for Mine have
been printed and shipped to reviewers around the country.
McCammon and his wife, Sally, recently attended a Pocket
Books sales conference in Miami, where McCammon gave
a humorous presentation and signed the advance copies for
Pocket sales representatives.
McCammon read a chapter from Mine at the World
Fantasy Convention in October. The non-supernatural
novel is about a woman who was a member of the Storm
Front, an outfit similar to the SLA that Patty Hearst
belonged to in the 1970s. The woman goes insane, kidnaps
another woman’s baby, and goes underground with the
child. The novel chronicles the cross-country search for
the kidnapped child.

Planned Artwork for Mine Hardcover

many American mail-order dealers.

British Hardcover Edition of
Usher’s Passing

Upcoming McCammon Short Joker Story:
“On a Beautiful Summer’s Day He Was”

One of the problems with being a quarterly publication
is that the lag-time between issues causes some news to
be old news by the time the next issue hits. Such is the
case with a British hardcover edition of McCammon’s 1984
Usher’s Passing . Just after the last issue was printed, I
learned that Severn House would be releasing the book in
December 1989.
The dustjacket for the novel features a photograph of a
castle that I assume is supposed to be the Lodge, but it
looks like an old English castle to me (gee, I wonder why?).
My request for more information has gone unanswered by
Severn House, but I know there was a low print run, as is
usual for British printings. The book is available through

This past summer, on the heels of the Batman craze,
Bantam Books released a paperback anthology of all-new
Batman stories edited by Martin H. Greenberg. Entitled
The Further Adventures of Batman, the book featured
14 stories by such popular writers as Joe Lansdale, Isaac
Asimov, Max Alan Collins, Edward D. Hoch, and Ed
Gorman. A Batman story by Robert R. McCammon was
originally to be included in the anthology, but he was unable
to write his story because he was finishing up Mine.
Bantam will follow the successful Batman book with
The Further Adventures of the Joker in February 1990.
The Joker anthology will feature stories by Robert R.
McCammon, Joe Lansdale, F. Paul Wilson, and several
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others. McCammon’s entry is entitled “On a Beautiful
Summer’s Day He Was” and tells of the Joker as a boy.
Miscellaneous
Updates
Simon & Schuster Audio’s
Something Passed By
Something Passed By , the second audio collection of
stories from McCammon’s Blue World, is still scheduled
for release in April 1990. Actor Michael O’Keefe has been
selected to read the five tales; he received an Academy
Award nomination for his portrayal of Ben Meechum in The
Great Santini and has appeared in such films as Ironweed,
The Slugger’s Wife, and Caddyshack.
As we reported last issue, the stories read are “Something
Passed By,” “Makeup,” “The Red House,” “Pin,” and
“Chico.” The two-cassette package has a running time
of 180 minutes and a list price of $14.95 in the U.S.
McCammon Convention Appearance:
Continuity 1990 in Birmingham
Robert R. McCammon will appear as a guest of honor at
Continuity 1990, a convention to be held in McCammon’s
hometown, Birmingham, AL. The convention will take
place February 9–11, 1990, at the Parliament House;
membership is $20. There probably isn’t time to write,
but the address is c/o Box 55302, Birmingham, AL 35255.
Dark Harvest’s They Thirst
We reported last issue that talks were underway for
a hardcover edition of McCammon’s epic vampire novel
They Thirst. The signing with Dark Harvest appears to
be imminent now; McCammon is looking forward to this
edition. We’ll keep you posted on future developments.
Stanley Wiater’s Dark Dreamers:
Interviews with 25 Horror Writers
Stanley Wiater, renowned interviewer for Fangoria, Fear ,
and other magazines for the past 10 years, will have a book
of interviews published later this year. Dark Dreamers:
Conversations with the Masters of Horror will be published
as a trade paperback by Avon Books in the fall of 1990.
“Just about everybody who’s anybody will be in the
book,” stated Wiater. The collection contains interviews
with 25 top writers in the horror genre, including Robert R.
McCammon, Stephen King, Joe Lansdale, Clive Barker,
Dean Koontz, James Herbert, Peter Straub, Anne Rice,
and newcomers Skipp & Spector and Chet Williamson.
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The Avon book will be preceded by a limited edition
produced by Underwood-Miller and limited to 350 signed,
slipcased copies (a nice number in this age of nearly a
thousand “limited” editions). As of this writing, twenty of
the twenty-five writers had signed the signature pages for
the book.
Dark Dreamers is actually the first title in a two-book
deal with Avon. Dark Visions: Conversations with the
Masters of the Horror Film is slated for publication in
1991 and will include interviews with such people as John
Carpenter and Tobe Hooper.
Also—an interview with Robert R. McCammon by Stanley Wiater will appear in an upcoming issue of Fangoria
magazine. The interview topics are Blue World and Mine.
World Horror Convention
Announced for Winter 1991
A new convention, dedicated to all aspects of the
horror genre, has been announced for late February 1991.
Organized by the same people who put together the 1987
World Fantasy Convention, the World Horror Convention
will take place at the Nashville Hyatt Regency in Nashville,
Tennessee, over the four days from February 28 to March
3, 1991.
Scheduled guests include Clive Barker, Writer Guest of
Honor; Jill Bauman, Artist Guest of Honor; and a “Trimatic
Trio of M.C.s”—David Schow, John Skipp, and Craig
Spector. Planned programming includes three tracks: the
first track will be the special guest and panels, the second
track will be specialized panels, and the third track will
be readings and “intimate encounters.” There will be
panels and talks by writers, artists, publishers, producers,
directors, and special effects and makeup people. In
addition, the convention will feature an art show, a
dealers room, and the screening of classic films and videos
throughout the weekend.
The first Progress Report, which will contain detailed
information on the departments, hotel and airline information, and a list of current members of the convention, will
be mailed out in March 1990. Memberships are $50 until
June 31, 1990, and $65 after that date. The convention
is limited to 1,000 people and is expected to sell out early.
To become a member, or just be added to the mailing list
to receive the first Progress Report, write to the following
address:
World Horror Convention
P.O. Box 22817
Nashville, TN 37202
For convention questions, a telephone answering machine is available at (615) 226-6172; you can leave your
message and address, and a postcard with your answer will
be mailed to you.
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Corrections and Updates to Last Issue’s
Robert R. McCammon Bibliography
The following list contains corrections and additions to
the Robert R. McCammon bibliography that appeared in
the October 1989 issue of Lights Out!:
• A new short story, “On a Beautiful Summer’s Day He
Was,” appears in The Further Adventures of the Joker .
New York: Bantam, February 1990.
• The correct spelling for the McCammon story in Stalkers
is “Lizardman,” not “Lizard Man.”
• The publication date for Stalkers is October 1989, not
August.
• The book club edition of Stinger was the first hardcover
edition of the novel.
• A British hardcover edition of Mystery Walk was released

•
•

•
•

•

in 1983 from Heinemann in London. The dust jacket
artwork was the same as that for the Holt, Rhinehart, &
Winston edition.
A British hardcover edition of Usher’s Passing was
published in December 1989 by Severn House in London.
A British hardcover edition of Night Fears, the British
title for Night Visions IV , was simultaneously released
with the trade paperback by Headline in 1989.
The short story “Chico” was reprinted in The 1989 World
Fantasy Convention Program Book.
An article by Robert R. McCammon, nominally about
the Dark Harvest edition of Swan Song , appeared in
the August/September 1989 issue of Mystery Scene
magazine, issue number 22.
A Robert R. McCammon interview by Jodi Strissel
appeared in the October 1989 mail-order catalog issued
by The Overlook Connection.

The 1989 World Fantasy Convention
Text and Photos by Hunter Goatley

The 15th annual World Fantasy Convention was held in
Seattle, Washington, over the weekend of October 27, 1989.
Guests of honor for the gathering were Robert R. McCammon,
Ursula K. LeGuin, S.P. Somtow, Avram Davidson, and Japanese
artist Yoshitaka Amano. This year’s theme was “The Roots of
Fantasy: Myth, Folklore, & Archetype.”
Though the convention did not officially get under way
until Friday, an informal reception was held Thursday night for
those guests who arrived early. A crowd of about 150 people
attended, drinking, eating, meeting people, and talking. Many
of the attendees missed the Friday opening ceremonies because
they stayed up too late Thursday night.
The convention opened Friday morning with an introduction of the Guests of Honor, courtesy of toastmaster Gin-

jer Buchanan, Senior Editor for the Berkley Publishing Group.
Throughout the weekend two tracks of programming, plus author readings, gave people a choice of things to do. In keeping
with the theme, most of the panel topics dealt with the origins
and future of fantasy.
In addition to the programming, guests had the opportunity to stroll through the dealers room, which was wall-to-wall
books for sale. Prices ranged from great “basement bargains” to
ridiculously high jokes. Among the most popular items the dealers carried were the British hardcover editions of McCammon’s
The Wolf’s Hour and Bethany’s Sin, both of which had arrived
in the U.S. just before the convention. Many dealers had various
limited editions and advance reading copies of books, but the
prices seemed too prohibitive for most people (at least, when it

Robert R. McCammon & Howard Kaylan

McCammon Autograph Session 1
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“An Hour with Robert R. McCammon”

McCammon Autograph Session 2

was time to go, a lot of the dealers packed away most of the
expensive books they had brought; it appeared that conventiongoers found many of the items to be too costly). One of the
most interesting books on exhibit was the massive Whitney Museum edition of Stephen King’s My Pretty Pony —fascinating
mostly because it’s hard to believe people would actually pay
more than $2000 for it.
Next to the dealers room, an art room had been set up,
showcasing some of the best artists working in fantasy and
horror. Artist-Guest-of-Honor Yoshitaka Amano’s work was
prominently displayed at the entrance; much of his work consists
of traditional Japanese imagery and is very striking. Other

artists represented included Bob Eggleton, Bernie Kite, and
Thomas Canty.
“An Hour with Robert R. McCammon” was held at noon
on Friday. McCammon read a chapter from his upcoming novel
Mine—a very powerful piece—and answered questions from the
audience. After the session, McCammon and a group of fans
adjourned to a nearby room where McCammon signed books
for an hour and a half.
Some of Friday’s panels included “Lions and Tigers and
Bears—Oh My!” a discussion of the use of animals in fantasy,
featuring Gordon Dickson and Jane Yolen; “Oriental Fantasy—
Unmined Wealth,” featuring F. Paul Wilson and S.P. Somtow,
which focused on the renewed popularity of the “mysterious
orient” setting; and “The Ghost in the Machine,” a look at how
today’s technology will affect future fantasy, with Greg Bear,
Gene Wolfe, Jack Williamson, and others.
Friday night’s main event was an authors’ reception. All
of the guests of honor were present to sign books, and several
other authors, including Joe Lansdale, Peter Straub, and Fritz

WANTED:
GENRE
FANS
who are looking for the latest titles in

HORROR/DARK FANTASY
FAN PRESS
SCIENCE FICTION/FANTASY
DETECTIVE/CRIME
MYSTERY

Joe Lansdale, James Kisner, William Relling, Jr.,
William F. Nolan, Peter Straub, Robert Petitt

Plus rare, out-of-print titles,
new and used first-editions,
discounts,
buy and trade.

Plus a Money-Back Guarantee!
Call or write:

NICHOLAS J. CERTO
P.O. BOX 322
CIRCLEVILLE, NY 10919
(914) 361-1190
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Classifieds
Classified ads may be purchased for $.75 per line, assuming 45
characters per line, including spaces. Send ads to Lights Out!,
P. O. Box 2111, Orem, Utah 84059-2111.
LANSDALE, McCAMMON, ANNE RICE, and numerous other
Horror/Dark Fantasy authors available in limited, 1st editions,
and paperbacks. Many Dark Harvest and other specialty presses
on hand. Send two $.25 stamps for current catalog to Michael
Sellard, P.O. Box 7805, Hollywood, FL 33081, or call evenings
(305) 963-3023.
Mystery Walk, Usher’s Passing 1st ed. HCs & all McCammon’s
early novels in their original paperback appearances.
Also
KOONTZ, KING, & BARKER. See for FREE price list: Glen Leon,
307-7227 Arcola St., Burnaby B.C., Canada V5E 1H7.
Joe & Karen Lansdale

Leiber, were in attendance. McCammon and Lansdale had the
longest lines by far during the two-and-a-half hour session.
Saturday’s events began with more panel discussions,
including “Do We Really Need Heroes?” featuring F. Paul
Wilson, Ed Bryant, Lisa Goldstein, Fritz Leiber, and Karl
Wagner; “Urban Myths & Legends—Fairy Tales for a Modern
Age,” with Fritz Leiber and Emma Bull; and “Androgyny, or
the Androgyne—Myth, Archetype, or Cop-Out?” with Ursula K.
LeGuin, Judith Tarr, Susan Schwartz, and Vondra N. McIntyre.
For McCammon fans, the panel “The Zombies or the
Grateful Dead” looked to be the day’s best panel. The topic was
’60s rock & roll and its influences on the current crop of horror
writers; panelists were Robert R. McCammon, Karl Wagner, Ed
Bryant, George R. R. Martin, John Shirley, and Howard Kaylan
of The Turtles (“Happy Together”). McCammon spoke of the
contributions of, among others, The Doors, and how glad he is
that the music is being transferred to compact disc so it will be
around forever. While the panel had some moments, I thought
it was one of the worst panels of the weekend, marred by Karl

Wagner’s wandering mind and weird attempts at humor and
John Shirley’s foul language and “bad-boy” attitude.
Saturday night’s events included an artists’ reception and a
screening of the film The Laughing Dead, which starred several
horror writers, including Ed Bryant, Tim Powers, and writerdirector-star S. P. Somtow. The film, a low-budget horror tale
whose plot is virtually indescribable, included some hilarious
scenes and lots of gore. Saturday night also included a surprise
birthday party for Joe Lansdale, put together by Beth Gwinn,
Tom Monteleone, Joe’s wife Karen, and others. The biggest
surprise for Joe came when a uniformed “police woman” came
in, stated that the hotel’s guests had complained about the
noise, and “arrested” Joe. Once Joe was handcuffed and
seated in a chair, she began a strip-tease, with Joe helpless
to do anything but watch. In true Lansdale style, Joe came up
with such lines as, “This is nothing; Karen and I do this every
weekend.”
Sunday morning started with a panel entitled “The
Ravenous Best-Seller and the Innocent Literary Gem.” Panel

McCammon Autograph Session 3

Robert R. McCammon, Al Sarrantonio, & Robert Petitt
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members Joe Lansdale, Kim Antieau, John Coyne, Tappan
King, and Robert R. McCammon discussed current trends in
“dark fantasy” and horror. Ground covered included the increased use of women as victims of violence in horror novels,
and recent novels each panelist liked and disliked.
The weekend’s main event, the World Fantasy Awards
Banquet, was held Sunday afternoon. After a lunch of spinachstuffed chicken—a meal that several people stated was one
of the best in a tradition of lousy banquet meals—each of
the guests of honor gave a short speech. Toastmaster Ginjer
Buchanan read a hilarious story she wrote about a giant slug
that wrapped itself around the Seattle Sheraton Hotel and
almost prevented the convention from taking place. The story
related her fictional attempts to contact various conventiongoers for help getting rid of the giant slug.
Robert R. McCammon gave the most moving speech of
the day, talking about the role of fantasy and horror writers in
today’s world. He mentioned the current roles of creator and
dreamer, and how he hopes, in the future, to become a teacher
and a healer. It was a fitting cap to the weekend’s events.
After the speeches, the 1989 World Fantasy Awards were
presented. Following is the list of winners:

•
•
•

Best Novel: Koko, by Peter Straub
Best Novella: “The Skin Trade,” by George R. R. Martin
Best Short Fiction: “Winter Solstice, Camelot Station,” by
John M. Ford

• Best Anthology: The Year’s Best Fantasy: First Annual
Collection, edited by Ellen Datlow and Terry Windling

• Best Collection (tie): Storeys from the Old Hotel , by Gene
Wolfe, and Angry Candy , by Harlan Ellison
Best Artist: Edward Gorey
Special Award Professional: Robert Weinberg
Special Award Non-Professional: Pulphouse—Dean Wesley
Smith & Kristine Kathryn Rusch
• Life Achievement: Evangeline Walton

•
•
•

The weekend closed with a “survivors’ party,” an opportunity for those not leaving until Monday morning to eat and
drink leftovers in the convention Hospitality Suite, and to continue mingling with other “survivors.”
The 1990 World Fantasy Convention will be hosted by
Chicago and chaired by author-book dealer Robert Weinberg.
Scheduled for the weekend of November 2–4, 1990, the convention will take place at the Hyatt Regency Woodfield in Schaumberg, IL, near Chicago; Guests of Honor will be F. Paul Wilson
and L. Sprague de Camp, with Toastmaster Raymond Feist and
special guests Robert Bloch and Julius Schwartz. Convention
membership is $75.00; for more information, write to:
World Fantasy Convention 1990
Box 412
Oak Forest, IL 60452
Future conventions will shift to Tucson, AZ, in 1991;
outside Atlanta in 1992; and to Minneapolis in 1993.

Robert R. McCammon Q & A
from the 1989 World Fantasy Convention

Editor’s note: This issue’s questions and answers came from
“An Hour with Robert R. McCammon” at the 1989 World
Fantasy Convention. Because of time conflicts, I was unable
to pass on the questions sent in; those questions will be
answered in the April issue of Lights Out!
Question: When did you decide to go away from supernatural
horror [in Mine]?
McCammon: Well, I had this idea and it’s like. . . . I think all
writers’ ideas are not just in one area. I have some ideas other
than just strict supernatural horror that I hope to do someday,
and I’ve just had this idea for awhile.
It actually began with the idea, and then I came up with
this word “mine,” and that kind of made everything gel together.
It’s amazing how words—just a simple word—can get your
mind started in a particular way. So it’s not that I won’t do
supernatural horror again, but, as a matter of fact, the next
one I’m working on is kind of a horror/science fiction—not really
science fiction, but it’s set in the future. It’s something a little
different.
Question: Have you ever considered writing just straight action,
without any horror?
McCammon: I’ve thought about that, and I’ve said this before:
I really believe that this is my voice. Horror is my voice, what
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I’m doing now is my voice. It may change somewhat; I may do
psychological horror, I may do science-fictional horror, whatever,
but I think this particular thing is my voice, that’s what I do.
Question: A number of your books that I’ve read seem to set
things up for sequels. Will you be writing sequels to any of your
books?
McCammon: I may write a sequel to The Wolf’s Hour someday.
And I may take the family line into the future. I kind of set
everything up for a sequel, but I don’t really plan on going back
and doing a sequel to everything. I like to leave it open, and
let the reader carry it on into kind of a mental sequel himself or
herself.
Question: How do you feel about becoming a hardcover author
again? Is it a little scary that Mine is going to be in hardcover?
McCammon: Oh, it is scary. It is scary. Because the last time I
did hardbacks, the bottom fell out of the publishing market! It’s
kind of a portent. Every time I go hardback, the bottom falls
out of the publishing market, so I hope that doesn’t happen.
Yeah, it is scary, but it’s exciting, too. The thing about
paperbacks is they’re great, they’re inexpensive, but they don’t
have any kind of shelf life. If they’re on a shelf for two weeks,
you’re lucky. And hopefully a hardback will stay on the shelf a
lot longer. Of course, I hope that doesn’t mean it just stays on
the shelf and doesn’t sell!
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Interview: Joe R. Lansdale
by Robert R. McCammon

Joe R. Lansdale and Robert R. McCammon

If Texas writer Joe R. Lansdale had been born on a
fantasy world, he might be a cross between a lion and
a chameleon. His work is full of fierce nobility, and
resists being caged. His work changes colors and blends
easily into a variety of backgrounds. Joe Lansdale has
written horror, science fiction, fantasy, mystery, suspense,
westerns, “men’s adventure,” and just about every other
kind of writing you can think of. Joe has done it all, and
he keeps on getting better. He won a Bram Stoker award
for “The Night They Missed the Horror Show,” his novel
The Drive-In—nominated for a World Fantasy Award—is
like a ride on a runaway Tilt-a-Whirl, and his “Tight Little
Stitches in a Dead Man’s Back” is probably one of the
finest pieces of writing I’ve ever had the pleasure to read.
Just when you think you’ve got Joe pegged in a particular
category, he goes chameleon again. His The Magic Wagon
is a bonafide western, complete with a gunfighter and a
wrestling monkey. Well, you can’t say—you dare not say—
Joe isn’t an original talent. He knows one of those Oriental
killing techniques that I can’t pronounce, and he used to
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hire himself out as a personal bodyguard when he lived in
San Francisco and had hair down to his butt.
I digress. Joe conducted one of the first interviews I ever
did, for Twilight Zone Magazine back in 1986, and I’m
glad to have the opportunity to turn the tables. Let’s get
one thing straight: I don’t like everything Joe writes. I
think he can be colder and crueller than Hell. He doesn’t
like everything I do, because he thinks I sentimentalize too
much and that I overwrite. Joe is of the school of true grit
and hard knocks, and he says what needs to be said and no
more. One of his first jobs was picking roses. He says the
smell made you sick after awhile, and your hands got cut
up by thorns. You need tough hands to pick roses, it seems
to me. Joe’s got ’em. And if his stories were roses, pulled
from his imagination as if from a field under the hard blue
Texas sky, he leaves an occasional thorn on the stem so he
can draw a drop of blood. That way, we can have a little
pain with our pleasure. Which seems to me what writing
might be all about.
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Joe has a new collection of short stories out, called By
Bizarre Hands and published by Mark V. Ziesing. It’s
a beautiful-looking book, and is a terrific scope of Joe’s
talent. Joe doesn’t sit still very long, so it’s time we got
to the questions.
What’s your favorite piece of your own work?
Joe: “‘The Night They Missed the Horror Show.’ That’s
my favorite. It’s closer to me because it’s been with me
for a long time. It’s based on real incidents. Things that
happened to me, things that happened to friends of mine,
stories that I heard that I knew were true. I wove all those
things together, and I think I really captured a certain
element there that I remember from growing up.”

could go. Why was that?
Joe: “Back when I did Act of Love, that was before Clive
Barker or splatterpunk. I wanted to write something very
powerful and visceral. This was before the movies were
doing graphic horror, too. I guess this was late 1979 or
1980. The closest thing to what I wanted to do at that
time was the work of Sam Peckinpah—which, if you look
at it now, is pretty tame. I didn’t want to make violence
insignificant. I wanted to make violence nasty, I wanted

Does that story particularly appeal to you because
it mirrors something about you?
Joe: “Yeah, I think so. It mirrors where I came from.
That’s not saying that everybody I grew up with dragged
dogs behind cars or were racist. Racism is a thing
that bothers me very, very deeply. My feeling about
racism probably appears in my work more than any other
thing. It’s in almost every story. I know people who are
otherwise really fine folks, except they’ve got this blind spot
about racism.”
I do too, and that’s probably because of growing up
in the South. Racism used to be part of who you
were, at least in an “Old South” sense. It’s like the
good old boys mindset.
Joe: “Right. And a lot of those people who might make
racist remarks would never ever think of hurting anybody
of another color. I left Texas for California partly to get
away from that racist attitude, and I found out California
wasn’t a lot different, though people didn’t make obviously
racist remarks. But the South is an easy target. When you
write about racism in the South, everybody figures that’s
the status quo. It’s not, because racism is everywhere and
certainly not just in the South.”
Is there a work you wish you hadn’t done or wish
you could change?

Cover for By Bizarre Hands
Published by Mark V. Ziesing

Joe: “I could probably go back and rewrite a lot of things
now, because I know more about writing now. But I don’t
regret anything I’ve written. I don’t regret any of the
viciousness . . . you know, people may say this earlier book
or short story I did was crude or too bloody or something
like that, but I always knew what I was doing. I was always
trying to push it as far as I could go. But I wish I could
rewrite some of the prose, make it more clever or clear what
I meant to say.”

to make it bother you, but I wanted to make the story
compelling. The thing that made me write Act of Love was
anger. I was angry that so much attention was directed to
psychopaths and murderers and very little attention given
to their victims. So when I wrote a scene of butchery, I
wanted to build sympathy for the people the violence was
done to.”

You say you wanted to push things as far as you

Your scenes of violence are intense, but they’re
usually short.
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Joe: “Yeah, they are. I try to tell it flat-out. It’s funny,
but most people usually think my violent scenes are longer
than they are and bloodier than they are.”
Could you be happy if a publisher said, “Joe, we
want you to write one thing: horror, mystery,
westerns, or whatever. But just one”?
Joe: “Uh uh. No. It would break my heart. And it is
said to me; it’s said all the time. What I’m concentrating
on right now are the novels and on suspense. I think
suspense is a broad field, and that’s what I need. I think
I’ll continue to write horror and science-fictional types of
things in shorter pieces, but it looks like I’m moving away
from doing those in novel length. I’m trying to do what I
like to do without compromising my work, but also reaching
a wider audience.”
I hate those labels publishers put on a writer’s work,
but that’s how the business is.
Joe: “I hate ’em, too. I’ve always known what I’ve wanted
to do, but it’s been hell on me. My friend Bill Nolan has
been a major influence on me, and he advised me not to
skip around from category to category. Bill has taught me
to have a game plan, which is real important.”
But you basically write for yourself, don’t you?
Joe: “Yeah. I have a game plan in the sense that I think
about my career and where it’s going, but I write for myself.
It’s obvious. I’ve written westerns, horror, mystery, science
fiction, all kinds of things.”
And some things that defy a category, like The
Drive-In. What is it? Fantasy? Horror? It’s an
excellent book, but I don’t know how to define it,
and defining it really isn’t important.
Joe: “I wish they’d just market my books as Lansdale
books. I think I’ve proven myself. But The Drive-In
is quirky as hell. It’s kind of a cult book, and it’s not
for everybody.”
But it really has your voice.
Joe: “Yeah, and I’m starting to think a voice is what makes
a writer. I used to think it was plot. Then I thought it was
character, and then I thought it was theme. I guess all
those are important, but a writer’s voice has to be there.
Ultimately, a writer has to develop some sort of tone that

keeps you turning the pages. I think Stephen King has a
tremendous voice. That’s been his biggest asset. His voice
is easily recognizable, and that’s pretty important too.”
Do you have a dream book you’d like to write?
Joe: “Yeah, I do. A big, historical western that would be
realistic and funny at the same time. Sort of my Little Big
Man, though the story isn’t anything like that.”
You’ve been thinking about this for awhile?
Joe: “For years. But I feel like I could miss the time to do
it. Even though I do write for myself, I believe that when
you have any kind of commercial success, it affects how
you think. When you reach a wide audience, you have a
tendency to think, ‘God, what did I do right that time?’ I
don’t know how many writers I’ve seen who write the same
damn book over and over and over again. That’s like me
saying, ‘Well, I know what the public expects, so I’ve got
to give it to them.’ I’m concerned with what I want to
read. That doesn’t mean I’m not going to screw up and
make mistakes, but I want to do the best that I can do
with every book and not think about having a public who
expects a particular thing.”
I don’t like to think about my books going out
to thousands of people. That’s nice and all, but
it makes me nervous to think about. It’s kind of
unreal.
Joe: “I’m flattered by the attention I’m getting, but
it embarrasses me too. And there’s a side of it that’s
seductive. I mean, you’re going to get good and bad
reviews, and just because you get good reviews doesn’t
mean somebody’s not out there wondering what the hell
you’re trying to do. You can’t be universally admired. It’s
seductive to believe you’re doing everything right when you
know you’re not.”
Where would you like your career to be in five years?
Joe: “I’d like to be doing suspense novels. I’d like to be out
of what some people would call the labels ghetto, and be
marketing Lansdale books. I want to do suspense novels,
but I’d like to continue to do what I’d call ‘off-beat’ books
for the smaller presses. Short story collections, too. Other
than that, I want to keep on writing and not get bent into
that seduction of success we were talking about. I want
to keep on writing for myself, and if people like it, that’s
fine too.”

Coming Attractions
The April issue of Lights Out! will feature a frank discussion with Robert R. McCammon and
Joe R. Lansdale about signing books, limited editions, and current publishing practices. Plus
more Robert R. McCammon Q & A and the latest news.
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Lights Out!
From the Archives—Interview: Robert R. McCammon
by Joe R. Lansdale

Editor’s note: The following interview originally appeared in the October 1986 issue
of The Twilight Zone Magazine. It has
been reprinted here with the permission of
Joe R. Lansdale.
Almost anyone who has met Robert R.
McCammon will mention that he is the embodiment of the perfect Southern gentleman, the kind of guy you wouldn’t mind your
daughter bringing home. A native of Birmingham, Alabama, he is soft-spoken, modest,
and polite. He hardly seems like the man
to have written several popular horror novels,
but he is the author of Baal, The Night Boat,
Bethany’s Sin, and, of more recent vintage,
They Thirst, Mystery Walk, Usher’s Passing,
and the forthcoming Swan Song.
The stats on Robert R. McCammon are
as follows: He was born July 17, 1952, “a day
of suffering heat,” he says as if he remembers.
He has a younger brother, Michael; majored
in journalism at the University of Alabama,
where he was the editor of the college paper;
and claims the high-point of his career was interviewing Linda Lovelace (pre-religion days)
while she was wearing a see-through blouse.
He is married to Sally Sanders McCammon,
for ten years a first-grade teacher, who helped
him survive Halley’s comet.
As a novelist, McCammon has fast
evolved from a teller of simplistic morality
tales into a first-rate author, a master of
subtlety. His prose is among the sharpest
and finest in the field, poetic on one hand,
hardboiled on the other, and his hackleraising skills are unsurpassed, not even by the
acknowledged master, Stephen King.
Recently his short stories have been
met with equal enthusiasm. “Nightcrawlers,”
which first appeared in Masques, edited by
Jerry N. Williamson, is arguably McCammon’s best work to date. It was translated to
television via the new Twilight Zone show to
become one of the finer half hours to appear
on the tube, and certainly the most frightening. His most recent story, “The Red House,”
which appeared in Charles L. Grant’s Greystone Bay, has just been picked up for inclusion in The Year’s Best Fantasy Stories. This
positive response has inspired McCammon to
devote more of his time to the form.
When this interview was conducted,
he was hard at work on a new short story
and another novel, which he hopes to have
finished by year’s end.
[The novel was
Stinger—Ed.]
Lansdale: It’s been nine years since your first
book, Baal. How do you feel about it now?
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McCammon: Baal, Bethany’s Sin, and The
Night Boat probably should’ve stayed locked
away in my desk drawer and never been
shown the light of day, much less publication.
They’re feeble attempts, but I believe in what
a friend told me a long time ago: “You do
the best you can at the time.” At that time,
those books were the best I could do. I was
learning, and I was lucky. Lucky in that the
first book I ever wrote was accepted by Avon
for publication. But I look back on those
and shudder, because all those books seem
so labored and methodical to me now. I
was allowed by the vagaries of the publishing
business to break in probably before I was
really ready. It’s amazing to me that those
books still sell. I mean, really! Just the other
day I got royalties on those books. That’s
incredible to me, that someone out there is
still buying what I consider to be akin to a
child’s finger-painting. Not that I didn’t enjoy
writing those books or feel that some of that
material is pretty strong—I’m just a different
person now, and those early books seem as if
they were written by someone I used to know.

I think I’ve learned compassion for my characters, and I
hope that shows through in
my works.
I was a kid when I wrote Baal in 1977,
just two years out of college. I couldn’t find
a job in newspaper reporting, which is what
I really wanted to do. I was blocked and
frustrated and full of rage, and that’s what
spilled out and became Baal. That book
is all anger and shouting. I’ve learned that
sometimes a whisper communicates more
effectively. I’ve learned about tones and
undercurrents and foreshadowing, and that
characters—real people—rarely have souls
that are all black and white. I think I’ve
learned compassion for my characters, and I
hope that shows through in my work.
Lansdale: Unlike a lot of writers in the genre,
you didn’t really hang around with people
in the field. I was wondering if you ever
felt isolated from the rest of the horror
community.
McCammon: I felt terribly isolated. I didn’t
know any writers, I had no contact with
writers, I had no mentor, and my folks kept
telling me that writing was a good hobby,
but I’d never make any money at it. I didn’t

know there was a “horror community.” Out
of that feeling of isolation came my hopes for
a horror writer’s organization. I think, at that
time also, that I had a real need to be liked.
But I was never a joiner; I was always pretty
much of a loner, which is why I like writing
so much, because you’re on your own, and I
prefer it that way. But still, there’s a need in
me to be part of a larger picture, too.
The “horror community” is just like
any other part of life—there are cliques and
factions; there are the people who live by
the railroad tracks and those who inhabit the
white mansions on the hill. I find it difficult
to accept the fact that some look down on
others, because we’re all working in the same
town and we all know what the work takes.
But that’s life, isn’t it? Everybody was once
a beginner, laboring by the railroad tracks,
but some people in our town feel they were
born in the white mansions.
Lansdale: This gets asked of nearly all
writers—especially horror writers—but, do
you think your childhood contributed directly
to the sort of material you write?
McCammon: This question does get asked all
the time—but rarely is it answered straight.
So I’ll give you a straight answer: I was raised
by my grandparents who lived in a very large
house in a nice section of Birmingham while
my mother was off trying to be an actress in
Hollywood and my father—who I never saw
except once when I was about four years old
when he came by with his new wife—played
drums in a traveling band. My grandfather
was—is, because he’s going on eighty-six—a
rich man, but very cold. He’s the kind who
watches Ernest Angley every Sunday night
and slams the door in the face of the kid
who’s collecting for the March of Dimes. On
Sunday mornings I was made painfully aware
of the fact that if I didn’t get out of bed
and go to church with him, I’d get a beltwhipping.
But as a child I had every material thing
you can think of. I had a soft, easy childhood,
but I paid for it in subtle ways. I know now
that you pay for everything. Nothing is free.
My grandparents fought a lot, using me as
a shield and a weapon between them, and if
they read this, they’ll scream and have a fit
because it was always so very, very important
to them that they appear perfect. Which
taught me a good lesson—you can’t grow
unless you admit your imperfections. You
can’t stretch if you don’t admit that you’re
too short.
But for all that, my grandfather did two
wonderful things: he read to me, and he told
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me ghost stories. He unlocked my mind,
which helped me escape the realities of being
a skinny, gawky, painfully shy kid. I started
reading everything I could lay my hands on. I
made A’s in spelling. English was a snap. So
my grandfather, more than anybody, started
me out to be a writer.
Lansdale: What sort of work did you do before
you became a writer?
McCammon: Before I typed a word of Baal,
I was an usher in a theater, I carried advertising copy around a department store, I
worked in a B. Dalton bookstore, and I wrote
headlines and corrected stories on the copydesk of a Birmingham newspaper. I tried doing freelance stories myself—such as riding
with a truck driver through Florida and unloading 26,000 pounds of animal feed, spending Christmas Eve at a local homeless mission, going down into a God-awful wilderness
canyon hunting Alabama’s “Bigfoot,” and
crashing onto a movie set where Jeff Bridges
and Sally Field were working by passing myself off as a Rolling Stone reporter. Didn’t
work. I was close to lunacy then. Anyway,
it was all grist for the mill, and I don’t think
any experience is ever wasted.
Lansdale: I get the impression that, unlike a
lot of horror writers, you’re happy with the
field. Don’t you have any other kind of story
you want to tell?
McCammon: Consider this: Horror writing is
about God, the Devil, sin, good, evil, life,
death, decay, redemption, struggle, torment,
and truth. What other kind of writing covers
the bases like that? In what other field can
you write with a hammer and a feather? I love
writing, and I love writing horror novels and
stories because that’s my voice. That’s how
I speak, and I’m very proud to be associated
with the field because I think horror writing
is the fundamental literature of humanity.
I’m talking about books now, not films.
Most of the current horror films have nothing
at all to say, so they throw blood in your face
and tapdance on entrails. Not to say that
scenes of blood and entrails are bad, but for
a film or book to be based on empty murder
scenes is worthless. I think horror novels, in
general, retain a nobility, while horror films
have become guttersnipes. The tragedy is
when horror writers, seeing the “success” of
such films, begin to believe that they should
follow the trend. Thus, as soon as you
introduce yourself to a mixed audience as a
“horror writer,” you instantly are identified
with the films that go for the lowest common
denominator. In this genre, we’re judged by
the worst of the work instead of the best.
Actually, I’m still trying to figure out
what horror is. The great thing about the
genre is that it’s an elusive animal, and there
are so many tales yet to be told! So I’ll
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stick with horror writing until I find a kind
of literature that speaks more strongly about
the human condition. I don’t think there is
one.
Lansdale: What writers do you admire; who
has influenced your work?
McCammon: In other words, who have
I ripped off lately?
Actually, one of
my strongest influences—besides Poe and
Bradbury—has been Walter van Tilburg
Clark, who wrote “The Ox-Bow Incident”
and a great book called The Track of the
Cat, which superficially is about the search
for a panther in a snowstorm but is also
about the breakdown of the American family and the death of Western—as in cowboyand-Indian—mythology. In fact, I’m working
on a horror novel right now that’s set in the
West and is kind of a punk Magnificent Seven
tale. [Stinger —Ed.]
I used to read a lot of Ian Fleming. I
wrote a couple of spy novels, not intended
for publication. Tossed into a drawer. Forgotten, mercifully. I realize now that much of
my style comes from Fleming. I begin a lot
of sentences with “But” and “And”—straight
out of Ian Fleming’s stylebook. I tried for

I think horror novels retain
a nobility, while horror films
have become guttersnipes.
the James Bond series a few years back, but
an English gentleman got it. Unfortunately,
the new Bond novels have the substance of
cardboard steaks. Does anybody really think
Bond would drive a car with an exhaust emission system or smoke filter-tipped cigarettes?
I’m surprised he didn’t ask for Nehi-grape
“shaken not stirred.”
I also admire Dean Koontz, Jere Cunningham, Charles L. Grant, Harlan Ellison,
Ramsey Campbell, John Farris, and I wish
I could write like Thomas Tryon more than
anybody on earth. Tom, get back to work!
Lansdale: On occasion you’ve been accused
of being overly influenced by Stephen King.
Has he affected your work?
McCammon: Yes, I’ve been accused of being
overly influenced by King’s work. I agree that
I have been. King throws such a huge shadow
and is everywhere, and being a horror writer
today, you cannot escape his shadow. Now,
I really enjoy doing multi-character, multiviewpoint novels because I like to get into
a lot of heads and look through many sets of
eyeballs. I enjoy doing long, complex clashand-bash sagas. That’s what I like to read;
that’s what I like to write. Maybe in that

sense, I have been overly influenced. But
should I stop writing what I enjoy doing and
try to stuff myself into smaller shoes?
I recently read a review of Usher’s
Passing that said I was “walking on KingStraub territory,” as if the reviewer was a
watchdog guarding the Mason-Dixon line.
And another thing I think is just as unfair is
when a reviewer trumpets “McCammon is the
next Stephen King!” That’s utterly ridiculous
and is guaranteed to make my gut churn.
The problem here is that people want to label
you; they want to put you in a box and nail
you in, and when you start trying to break
it open, they remind you that you’d better
know your place. One editor told me I was
“writing over the heads of my audience,” as
if I were a dog-trainer who should lower the
bone so the animals wouldn’t have to jump
so high. Well, when you start breaking out
of the box you’ve been put into, there is no
lack of people—toadies, actually—who want
to beat you back inside and snap the lid shut.
As I said, I’m still learning. And part of
that continuing education is finding a voice
that can be my own. I hope I’m making giant
strides in that direction.
Lansdale: I believe you told me once that you
read little fiction when you’re working for fear
of it rubbing off on you. But since you work
consistently, when do you read in the field, if
ever? And if you don’t read horror, what do
you read?
McCammon: I never forget. Really. Never.
My memory is like a sponge, and I have a
horror of writing something and then somebody saying, “Hey! This McCammon thing is
just like a short story published in Doc Savage magazine in 1936!” Seriously. So my
reading in the field has diminished because I
don’t want to come up with a great idea and
realize halfway into the novel that the core is
from something I read six or seven years ago.
I only read fiction now when I’m between novels, and I’m very selective about
what I read. But I do read every day—
histories and biographies. Every year I set myself a reading project: a few years ago it was
the American Revolution, then the Civil War
Era, then World War II. This year my project
will be the life of Napoleon, and I’ve just finished a huge book by David Chandler called,
aptly enough, The Campaigns of Napoleon.
Lansdale: Not all of your fiction has been set
in the South, but it is my opinion that your
best works have been. Do you think there is
something about the landscape, the people,
that lends itself to dark fiction of one kind
or another, be it supernatural horror or the
human miseries of a Tennessee Williams play?
McCammon: I once resisted being called a
“Southern writer.” Know what that means
to me? I get the picture of a fop sitting
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under the magnolias, drinking a whisky, and
moaning that there’ll never be writers the caliber of Williams and Faulkner again. Most of
the Southern writers I know are still fighting the Civil War and just dripping in pretense. I don’t like bullshit. I don’t like “writers” who publish one short story every two
or three years and talk about the agony of
art. If you’re a real writer, you just do what
you do and to hell with the poses. “Southern
writers,” by and large, seem to be waiting for
a handout like refugees from the Reconstruction, and I did not want to be included with
that ilk.
But I misjudged one thing: the power of
the land. There really is a poetry in the South
that I’m just beginning to understand. I love
living in the South. I love warm winters and
hot summers, mist in the morning, lightning
bugs at night. This is a great, rich place—
but, still, there’s a loneliness here, and maybe
that goes back to the old “cultured” civilization that was destroyed in the Civil War. Even
ruins seem more poignant in a Southern forest. I think the Southern history—of great
lavish balls and plantations and lynchings and
unspeakable brutalities, genteel culture and
horrid secrets of blood and birth all mingled
together—does hold a great power and influence over literature, particularly the literature
of the supernatural. I think the South and
New England have a common bond of rigid
religion and unwanted babies thrown down
the well. Anywhere you have such a combination of light and darkness, the potential
for writing about that place is going to be
very strong. I plan to base more work in the
South, because I’m beginning to understand
more about this place. Or maybe I want to
understand more. In any case, I’m starting to
hear the poetry.
Lansdale: Unlike most writers in this field, you

seldom do short stories. Will there be more
short stories in the future?
McCammon: Well, I’m trying to do more
short stories. A good one is very hard to do.
I think I’m basically a novelist, and that’s my
mind set. I’ve begun a lot of stories and never
sent them out because I realized there were
good novel ideas tucked into them, or a scene
I could use in a book a little farther down
the line. Still, I’m very encouraged by people
enjoying my shorter work, so I’ll probably try
more of them when I can.
Lansdale: What did you think of Twilight
Zone’s adaptation of “Nightcrawlers” ?
McCammon: TZ did a great job! I’d had
a short story adapted for ABC’s Darkroom
series a few years ago, and that was a
disaster ! Even the names of the minor
characters were changed for some reason,
everything was all turned-around and bassackwards—and I had the vision of cigarchewing California cats sitting around a big
table trying to justify their fifty-thousanda-year salaries by twisting the dials on a
sputtering Idea Machine. But TZ was very
faithful to the work—Friedkin did a fabulous
job—and since one of my favorite rock bands
is X , I was pleased to see Xene in the part of
the waitress. Nifty!
Lansdale: Horror fiction deals with death and
darkness, but is there a positive side to it?
McCammon: Yes, horror writing is certainly
a positive force. I think it’s like a smart
little bad-ass in a church full of stiff-backed
conservatives, and the preacher is emoting
up a storm and on a roll, but every time he
shouts “Amen!” in sweating fervor, the kid
shouts, “Why?” Horror fiction upsets apple
carts, burns old buildings, and stampedes the
horses; it questions and yearns for answers,
and it takes nothing for granted. It’s not

safe, and it probably rots your teeth, too.
Horror fiction can be a guide through a
nightmare world, entered freely and by the
reader’s own will. And since horror can be
many, many things and go in many, many
directions, that guided nightmare ride can
shock, educate, illuminate, threaten, shriek,
and whisper before it lets the readers loose.
It’s always new, always creating itself over
and over again, trying to attain an impossible
perfection. I love it!
Lansdale: Where do you think horror fiction is
going? You must think it has a future, since
you came up with an idea for an organization
called The Horror Writers of America.
McCammon: I see some sharp experimental
work emerging from small press publishers.
Horror fiction is kind of like art in Paris during
the time of Gauguin and Van Gogh; there are
a lot of fine voices, a lot of fine touches and
elements at work, but probably a lot of the
more experimental voices will never find full
expression because “mainstream” publishers
shy away from bizarre material. Still, I see
an explosion in the horror field. Nobody can
define horror, so everyone tackles it a bit
differently. And horror fiction is cyclical, just
like any element of the culture, but of its
future I have no doubt. Horror fiction has
been around since the birth of ideas, and as
long as there are ideas, there will be dark
dreams as well.
I have great hopes for The Horror Writers of America as a solid base for the future of
our craft. We’ve drifted way too long as bastard children between fantasy and science fiction, and we need a name for that place where
the houses sit by the railroad tracks and the
white mansions perch on the hill. That place
will have room for everyone, and horror fiction itself will be stronger for having a home.
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December 1989:

British hardcover edition of Usher’s Passing , published by
Severn House

February 1990:

“On a Beautiful Summer’s Day He Was” in Bantam’s The
Further Adventures of the Joker anthology
Guest of Honor at Continuity 1990 in Birmingham

April 1990:

Something Passed By audiocassette from Simon & Schuster
Audio
Blue World paperback from Pocket Books
Interview by Stanley Wiater in Fangoria (?)

May 1990:

Mine hardcover from Pocket Books

October 1991:

HWA Shared World Anthology
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The Night I Killed The King
The Contest Winner
Last issue, Lights Out! presented an uncompleted Robert R. McCammon short story
entitled “The Night I Killed the King” and asked you to finish it; this issue, we proudly
present the “best” ending, as selected by Robert R. McCammon himself. Response to
the contest was enthusiastic, with 13 outstanding entries.
The first-place ending was written by Paul Schulz of Casper, Wyoming, who included
the following note with his story:
“Yes, it is pretty bad, but what do you expect from someone who’s only heard
Southern dialogue in Burt Reynolds movies?”
Well, obviously Paul has a good ear for it. The original manuscript to McCammon’s
short story “Yellowjacket Summer,” which first appeared in the October 1986 issue of
The Twilight Zone Magazine, is on its way to Paul. Second and third-place winners
were Richard Alan Kaapke, of Las Vegas, NV, and Ray Rexer, of Essexville, MI.
Picking a winner wasn’t easy for McCammon, so we decided to run the winning story
and excerpts from the other entries. Each of the excerpts was selected by McCammon
as being representative of the author’s style and and sufficient to indicate the direction
the plot was taking. Many thanks to all those who entered the contest. We’ll do it
again soon.
And now, Paul Schulz’s winning conclusion to Robert R. McCammon’s “The Night I
Killed the King”!

We got to the King’s place about fifteen minutes later. It
was one of them tin burritos rural gents of, ahem, modest
means seem to prefer. Graceland West was certainly a step
down for the King. Only two things separated it from the
run-of-the-mill poor-boy estate: the satellite dish off to one
side and the dumpster located where most folks might put
their trash cans. The dumpster looked full to overflowin’,
too.
I stopped the car on the graveled area in front of the
King’s home. Miralee got out of the Chevy first and ran
up to the trailer door. She ducked inside, then stuck her
head out and waved us in.
“Don’t try anything now, King,” I told him, and jabbed
the .38 into his blubber. “Just get out nice an’ easy, and
walk into your home.”
Once in the trailer, you could see that the King’s taste in
interior decoratin’ fit in with his current fashion statement.
Dirty clothes, empty chicken buckets, and food wrappers
were strewn all about the livin’ room. There was an old
record player pushed against one wall, right under a velvet
picture of the King in his Las Vegas days. On top of the
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TV was a glass statue of the King. All in all, the place
looked about as invitin’ as a Beirut swap meet.
“I suppose you want to know why I left it all,” the King
wheezed out as he settled into a La-Z-Boy.
“No, we don’t,” I said. “The only thing we want from
you is the money you got hid out here. Where is it?”
“Oh, it’s buried outside. Let me rest up a minute and
we’ll go get it. But anyway,” the King continued, “it was in
the spring of ’77. One of my boys had been on vacation in
England. When he got back, he brought me a little present.
He said it was the biggest thing goin’ over there. Thought
I might get a real kick outta listenin’ to what trash the kids
were into.
“Well, I played that record, son. And it changed me.
See, no matter what else I’d been over the years, I’d always
had the Power within me. The music was the Power.
Hearin’ that song was like pissin’ my pants. I could just
feel my life drainin’ away. When it was over, I was empty.
There was no music left in me. I just knew I couldn’t go
on like before.”
The King paused for a minute. I looked over to Miralee,
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to see what she made of all this. She was starin’ at the
King, but not in that nasty way she has. No, she seemed
to be really payin’ attention to this crap.
“I talked to the Colonel about it,” the King started up
again. “And we decided that I should get away for awhile,
out of the public eye, ’til I was feelin’ right. That’s why
I went underground, so to speak. Just bidin’ my time,
waitin’ for the Power to come back to me.”
“What changed then, King?” Miralee asked. Boy, she
really seemed to be into it now.
“About six months ago, I read somethin’ in the Midnite
Tattler about a Harmonica Conversion. This Conversion
was supposed to be some kinda mystical moment when all
the spheres would line up. The Tattler said it was a real
special time when anything might happen, even the Second
Coming of the King. So I started to pave the way back for
me.”
“I read about that, too,” Miralee jumped in. “But it
said you needed a special charm to help focus the astral
energies.”
Elvis turned to face Miralee. “Yeah, darlin’, that’s right.
See that little statue on the TV? There’s my talisman. Got
it from the Home Shopping Club for $49.95. I’ve been
concentratin’ at it for weeks now, tryin’ to make it work.

Once the money was out of the ground, I
figured the King’s grave would be half dug.
Nothin’s happened yet, but I can feel that the time is almost
at hand.”
“Say, son.” The King looked at me now. “I’ll bet you’d
sure like to know what it was exactly that caused me to
drop outta sight. Why don’t you reach into that drawer
next to you and I’ll show you.”
I opened the drawer slowly, expectin’ a snake to jump
out. The only thing in it was an old 45 in a greasy paper
sleeve. The title on the single was blurred out and I could
only make out part of the band’s name: -ex Pis“Real impressive, King,” I said, tossin’ him the record.
“Now, why don’t we head outside and get that money
before it rots in the ground.”
“Just give me another minute or so,” the King said. “I
really want the two of you to hear this.”
The King waddled over to the record player and put the
single on. Out of the speakers blasted a noise like a car
crusher sinkin’ its teeth into an old pickup. The singer, if
that’s what you’d call a guy who sounds like he’d just got
a butt full of buckshot, was screechin’ somethin’ about the
Anti-Christ, Anarchy, or whatever. Just listenin’ to a few
seconds of it was enough to make my fillin’s ache.
“Christ almighty, King!” I yelled. “Those pig farts are
what made you give up your music?” Killin’ him would be
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an act of mercy. He must already be tone dead.
The King didn’t hear a word I said. He seemed to be in
some kind of trance, starin’ at the crystal Elvis. The statue
had started to flicker with a weird milky light. The light
got stronger and stronger as the song rasped on. By the
time the song got to the last chorus, it was bright enough
to cast five o’clock shadows in the room.
“This is it!” the King said. “It’s the Harmonica
Conversion! I can feel it! My music’s comin’ back to me!”
The King lumbered toward the TV; Miralee got up off
the couch to stop him. The King may have been plumped
up like a Christmas goose, but he still had some speed left
in him. He put one of those karate moves you used to see
him do on stage to Miralee, and she ended up face down
back on the couch. The King picked up the crystal Elvis
and cradled it as if it was his day-old Lisa Marie. It was
funny too, but in the light of the statue the fat seemed to
melt off his face and, just for an instant, you could see the
real King underneath.
That damn song finally ended. As the last note bleated
away, the King turned around and faced me. He had a
really odd look in his eyes, sorta like a starvin’ teenager
eyein’ a jumbo bag of Doritos.
“Come on over here, son. I’ve got somethin’ to show
you.”
I glanced over at Miralee. She was still out cold on the
couch. Things were gettin’ a little too weird. It was time
to wrap it up.
“Okay, King,” I said, though my voice wasn’t any too
strong. “Why don’cha just put down that figurine and we’ll
go outside and dig up that stash of yours.” Once the money
was out of the ground, I figured the King’s grave would be
half dug. A quick headshot, ten minutes of shovel work,
and Miralee and I would be out of here.
The King took a step toward me. “Well, son, I have to
admit that I told you a little lie there. There ain’t no stash.
I get my money from the Colonel a little bit at a time, and
this month’s check hasn’t come yet. But here, why don’t
you take this beautiful statue instead? It oughta be worth
somethin’. Here.”
He held out the statue. The damn thing was still glowin’.
Lookin’ at it made me feel a little dizzy. It was gettin’ hard
to keep my mind on things. I took a step back and pointed
the .38 at the King.
“Turn that damn thing off before I shoot it outta your
hand!” I screamed at the King.
The King just grinned and moved in. It struck me that
things weren’t workin’ out the way Miralee and I planned.
The King seemed to be followin’ his own agenda now.
“Stop right there or I’ll drop you where you stand!”
“But I thought that’s what you came lookin’ for me for.”
The King was gettin’ too close. A few more steps and he
might try that karate crap on me.
BANG! The pistol seemed to fire on its own. The King
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grabbed his left leg and fell to the carpet. When his 300+
pounds hit, the whole damn trailer shook. The phonograph
started up and the -ex Pis- began caterwaulin’ all over
again.
Sweet Jesus, I couldn’t believe it! I had actually shot
the King. Dwayne Pressley, the Assassin of Rock ’n’ Roll.
That’s how I’d be remembered. I didn’t want to finish
him off now. To hell with that stupid plan of Miralee’s. I
dropped the .38 and walked over to him. He just lay there,
curled up like a baby, huggin’ his leg and that glass Elvis.
“Oh, God, I’m sorry, King,” I bawled to him. “I really
didn’t mean to shoot you. I ain’t never shot at anything but
squirrels before. Just lie still ’til I can get you a doctor.”
The King rolled over to face me. “It’s too late for that
now, son. I’m a goner.”
Now that statement seemed to be a bit odd, comin’
from a man who had only been grazed in the leg. I figured
the pain must have addled his wits. I saw an old sock on
the floor and pressed it against the wound.
“Don’t you worry now, King. You’re gonna be alright.”
“You’re right. I’m gonna be just fine.”
With that, he swung that crystal statue at my head.
Only instead of hittin’ my skull, it felt like it passed straight
through my brain. I felt a cold shiver go all the way from
my eyeballs down to my tail bone. Things got all white
and I couldn’t see anything except for a black dot a long
ways away. The dot came closer and closer, ’til I finally got
sucked all the way in.
I don’t know how long I was out. When I woke up,
I felt tired and fuzzy. My left leg hurt like the dickens,
and I couldn’t move my arms or legs. I guess I must
have been sittin’ up, though I couldn’t really make sense of
things. The King was standin’ in front of me, but he looked
different. He seemed to be a lot skinnier than before, and
better dressed. In fact, he was wearin’ my clothes. And
my Miralee was standin’ next to him. They were whisperin’
somethin’ I couldn’t quite hear.
“Are you awake yet, Dwayne?” Miralee asked.
“Barely,” I croaked back at her. Funny, but my voice
sounded different. “Say, what happened to the King?
How’d he get my duds on?”
“The Harmonica Conversion, son,” the King answered.
Even his voice seemed changed now. Not quite right, as if
he was tryin’ to do a poor imitation of hisself. “It gave me
back the Power. With a little help from you all, of course.”
I peeked down. Below me ballooned out some stubbly
layers of chin flab, a food-speckled checked shirt, and some
overstuffed blue jeans. The body fillin’ the clothes seemed
to be taped to one of the dinette chairs. I looked back in
horror at the King.
“You damned thief! You stole my body!”
“I wouldn’t call it stealin’. More like tradin’ in mine on
a newer model.”
“Well, I don’t much like the terms of the trade!” I told
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the King. “Put me back in my own body right now!”
“Now, why would I want to do somethin’ like that, son?”
the King asked. “I’ve been waitin’ for the Power to come
back, and I’m not gonna lose it now.”
“Miralee, help me! What about our undyin’ love, all
those nights in the back of the Chevy? What about my
career, the big future ahead? Untie me, honey, and we’ll
get this hoodoo hillbilly to put things right!”
“I don’t think we can do that,” Miralee piped in. “See,
accordin’ to the books, the Harmonica Conversion only
comes around once every 34,521 years. A soul swap
can only happen at that time. And the moment’s gone,
Dwayne. ’Course, you could always hang around ’til the
next one and try again.”
“You mean I’m stuck in this overstuffed sausage?” I
screamed at them.
“Yes, but don’t worry,” Miralee said. “Just follow
the Midnite Tattler crawdad-and-whipped-cream diet and
those pounds will fly off in no time.”
“Besides,” Miralee continued, “I kinda like things the
way they are now. Why should I keep workin’ on makin’
you into a blue-light-special version of the King, when I can
have the real thing?” She reached over and squeezed my
old body’s arm.

“Miralee, darlin’,” I pleaded with her, “help
me!”
I turned my glare back to the King. “Well, body
snatcher, what are you gonna do now? I’ll get the FBI
after you soon as I get free.”
“Son,” the King drawled, “who’d believe you? You’re
wearin’ Elvis Aron Presley’s body now. Tell your story and
all you’ll get is a comfortable suite at the local fruit farm.
Best settle in and make the best of it.
“As for me, well, I’m gonna try usin’ the Power again.
Of course, with the real Elvis field bein’ so full up, the
real King comin’ back and all, I’m gonna have to get me
another style. Think the world is ready for a down-home
Johnny Rotten?”
“Miralee, darlin’,” I pleaded with her, “help me!”
“Now hush up, Dwayne,” Miralee said. “Elvis bandaged
up your leg, and you’ll be just fine. The newspeople will be
comin’ across this place in a few hours, and they’ll cut you
free. Just think of this as your big break. You’ll be able to
do the King now for the rest of your life.”
After she spoke her piece, she linked arms with my old
body and left the trailer. On his way out, the King began
singin’ a snatch of a tune about feelin’ pretty vacant. I
heard my Chevy fire up and roar off into the night. I stared
at the glassy lump on the floor, all that was left of the Elvis
statue after the big changearoo. At that moment, the lump
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kinda matched the feelin’s in my heart.
Well, I had a long time to think things over. Even if the
world believed my story, the King was right; no person in
their mind, even Midnite Tattler readers, would buy into
this yarn. The return of the King was gonna be enough
of a shock as is. A line from an old movie kept runnin’
through my head: “The King is dead. Long live the King.”
Well, maybe it was true now in more ways than one. The
old King everyone knew was gone for good now. Maybe it
was time for a new one.
The newspeople didn’t get to me ’til late Saturday night.
By that time, I was ready. I heard a car squeal to a halt
outside the trailer. The door burst open and bright camera
lights were shinin’ in my eyes. That Al Capone fella stuck
a mike in my face and started jabberin’ away.

“America, this is certainly the most momentous event of
my life! Even my special on the pagan groundhog cults of
Fort Lynn, New Jersey, must pale beside this! Twelve years
after his purported death, the King of Rock and Roll, Elvis
Presley, has turned up alive and well in a trailer outside
Eustace, Arkansas. So many questions to answer, so many
mysteries to unravel, so many ratings to improve! Elvis,
your public awaits! What do you have to say to them after
all this time?”
I looked him straight in the eye. I cleared my throat,
and then I spoke, as the King, for the first time. “Well,
son, before we get to talkin’, it might be a good idea for
you to cut me loose. And while you’re at it, pass me over
that box of moon-pies.”

Richard Alan Kaapke

“Hello!” he called. His voice was just like you’d imagine.
“Hey, I know you’re in there. I just want to talk.”
I looked at Miralee.
“Come on, people,” he said. “I can keep the police out of
this, but I want to talk to Elvis.”
I gazed down at the gun in my hand. It looked just plain
stupid there, so I shoved it in my coat pocket. Out of sight, out
of mind, y’know. “Looks like the jig is up,” I said, lookin’ right
at Miralee so as she’d understand.
“No, Dwayne! It ain’t fair! That damn . . . talk show host!”
I started thinkin’ fast. Elvis was just standin’ there like he
was waitin’ for a bus or somethin’. “You wanna sing, right?” I
said to him. My idea was takin’ shape in my head.
“I do. I wanna sing.”
“We can help. You need a coach to get you singin’ like you
used to. That’s me. I’m the best damn Elvis impersonator in
the whole state of Arkansas. I can have you soundin’ just like
you in no time.”
His eyebrows rose.
“But, Dwayne,” Miralee said, her face screwed up like
someone had cut the cheese or somethin’, “he’s so fat!”
“You can make him lose weight, I know you can.” Miralee had
picked up lots of diet tricks while doin’ hair at the Sophisticated
Lady. I turned to Elvis. “She’s always tryin’ to make me eat
right.”
“Organic,” Miralee said, noddin’.
“Yeah, right. She can have you back in singin’ shape by
Christmas.” That was pushin’ it, I knew, but I was gettin’
excited. Geraldo pounded on the door again and I snapped,
“Just a damn minute, Jerry!” He stopped in mid-knock. “So
whattaya say, Elvis? Whattaya say?”
•

Las Vegas, NV

Second Place
It was a dark room, all glowin’ with this freaky blue light,
comin’ from what looked like a dressin’ mirror at the other end
of the room. A kind of smoky fog was creepin’ down either side
of it. Elvis was standin’ just beside it, smilin’ a nervous grin.
“Now don’t get riled, Mister,” he said. “I told ya that I’d get
ya your money. Got it all in here.” He gestured with his thumb
at that weird mirror.
That damn thing’s some kind of vault, I thought. Why would
anyone keep money in a broken-down shanty aways out here?
“Just fetch it and be quick about it,” I said. Maybe I could lock
him inside once I got the loot. Sure’d be easier than shootin’
him and then luggin’ that fat carcass all over creation.
Elvis stepped through the mirror, just like Alice. Thing was,
I couldn’t see him on the other side. I waited a few minutes,
feelin’ like I’d just been had. I couldn’t hold back any longer. I
rushed into that mirror-thing.
I could feel a tingle all over my skin, like chill bumps. I
couldn’t see anything but swirlin’ mist, blue cloud shapes. I felt
like I was fallin’. I didn’t know up from down. I guess I yelled
from panickin’.
The mist cleared, and there sat Elvis, talkin’ to this grayin’
man with an angry, steel gaze. I recognized him, too: James
Dean. Standin’ to their side was this attractive older gal wearin’
a long white scarf ’round her neck, and this short feller in a
butcher’s apron—no, it was a lab coat, like those scientist guys
wear on TV.
I was still makin’ out the details of the room when the
scientist guy says, “Amelia, would you be kind enough to get a
drink for our guest?”
•

Mark A. Edwards
Ray Rexer

Essexville, MI
Third Place

Geraldo nosed around the house a bit and must’ve happened
upon the front door ’cause soon he started poundin’.
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Columbus, OH

The King stepped back. Outta the floor came a rectangular
block that looked sorta like an elevator. Me and Miralee,
we ’bout fell down dead from shock, but the King, in all his
slickness, looked at me and asked, “You ever seen Star Wars,
kid? I loved that movie.” He waddled over to the thing.
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On one side there was the green outline of a hand, like a
special lock. He put his right hand on the outline and a door
opened up, like on a spy movie they show real late at night. On
the inside of the thing there was a lot of lights. He stepped
into it.
“Come on, now,” he said. I stayed back, but Miralee went
into that thing as fast as a bullet; then I followed. When I got
inside, the King pushed a button, the door shut, and we started
goin’ down. I knew it was down ’cause I got that floatin’ feelin’
ya get when ya fall, y’know?
Well, after a minute or two, the thing stopped and the door
opened.
“Home, sweet home,” the King said and stepped out. What
the elevator opened up on was a place that was the spittin’
image of Graceland. I could hardly believe my eyes, it was so
beautiful! Miralee was out an’ lookin’ around like she already
owned the place.
•

G. Lew Choules

Salt Lake City, UT

All of a sudden, Elvis started clappin’ out the rhythm in the
middle of my number like he was the audience, sayin’, “More!
More, Elvis!” His clappin’ and stompin’ loosened me up, and
from then on, it was easy. I let go and gyrated around, fallin’
on one knee—and I was all that’d made Elvis Elvis. He started
to smile, and then a big grin came on his face as he saw himself
young again.
“Okay,” he said, “stop.” He looked at me again to size me
up. “You’re gonna need some trainin’, but you’re pretty good.
Okay; you got the job.”
“Hear that, Miralee? I got the job! This job will earn us more
money than we ever dreamed of!” Miralee was just beginning
to see what I was up to. I was so relieved, I grabbed her and
whirled her ’round the room, laughin’ like a jaybird.
•

Chris L. Kenney

Orem, UT

Standin’ in the doorway was Geraldo. He looked like some
sort of rabid animal. He stepped through the door and came
straight into the livin’ room. Leadin’ the way was a gun. Like
a huntin’ dog pointin’ down its prey, the gun followed me and
Miralee.
“You made me look like a fool!” he yelled. The alcohol on
his breath quickly spread through the room.
I was terrified. I couldn’t move. Miralee was just as
frightened. ’Cept unlike me she could move. She was shakin’.
So hard in fact that I swear I could hear her bones rattlin’.
“I don’t know how you did it. But you made a fool out of
me.” His voice was quivering with anger. “Tell me. . . . ” He
paused for a deep breath. “Where is Elvis?” Another deep
breath. “Tell me or die.” Sweat was runnin’ down from his
temples, formin’ waterfalls into his shirt.
“How should we know?” Miralee stuttered out.
“Then die!” he screamed in rage, as his gun hand thrust out
towards us. A shot rang out. Me and Miralee both fell to the
ground. I began searchin’ my body for a wound. None. Time
then to search Miralee’s body. I quickly looked over at Miralee;
she was lookin’ back at me. Lyin’ there on the ground we both
looked up.
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Al Capone’s worst nightmare was lyin’ in front of us. A
growin’ patch of red was quickly devourin’ the back of his shirt.
Lookin’ up even further, we saw a huge man fillin’ the frame of
the door.
“You left this at my house. I wanted to bring it back to
you,” Elvis said as he stared at the dead TV show host lyin’ on
the floor. He was holdin’ my gun. Me and Miralee’s jaws had
dropped so low we looked like a couple of large-mouth bass.
Silence. Elvis looked up.
“I also wanted to know if . . . if we could be. . . . ” The words
weren’t comin’ easy for him. “I’m tired of livin’ alone” is all
he said.
•

James L. Hoare

Calgary, Alberta, Canada

The King walked over to the far wall, went down on one knee,
and pulled a metal box from under the bed. As he stood up he
glared over my way. “I figured this would happen one of these
days. So now I’m gonna have to find another hidin’ place. I’m
not ready to go back into the world as Elvis. And I sure as hell
don’t like the idea of your kind takin’ my place.”
He then smashed the oil lamp against the far wall and waited
for the flames to build on the bed, then spread to the garbage on
the floor. “I don’t suppose you’ll be needin’ your car anymore.”
He smiled at me and then walked out the door.
As the flames grew brighter, the pain in my guts reached
the point where I thought I was goin’ to black out again. Just
before I passed out, I could hear the King singin’ “My Way” as
he climbed into the Chevy.
•

Tonya L. Anderson

Aurora, CO

I felt Elvis take hold of my legs as Miralee took my arms. I
couldn’t see them anymore. I felt a chilly gust rush by as they
opened a door and carried me out.
My spine bounced off a step and pain shot through my legs.
My head was about to explode. The ground was wet with dew;
I figured sunup was gonna break the horizon in about an hour.
Elvis was diggin’ in a frenzy. I could hear the dirt buckle
under the shovel. The air was cool and soothing, and I could
hear a low sob from Miralee. Maybe she did care for me.
Just as I had needed to get away from the life I knew, she
needed to get to the life she wanted. I couldn’t be mad at her.
Elvis could give her what she truly wanted. He wanted that life.
They threw me in the hole, which was barely big enough.
My feet were curled up under me, but it didn’t matter. Nothing
mattered anymore. I felt dirt crash against my face.
I had finally killed the King.
•

John Barker

York, England

I brought the bust down zeroin’ in on his forehead. Contact.
The bronze nose smashed into Elvis’s forehead. He collapsed
and I was on him. The club came down again, removin’
the fleshy nose and leavin’ a cavity wellin’ with thick red
blood. Flecks of bone and brain clung to the bust. I kept
batterin’: shattered teeth, pierced eyes. My mind filled with an
uncontrollable rage, believin’ the face of Elvis, the bronze bust,
and mine were one.
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My face, his face, bronze face, his face, bronze face, my face,
his face, bronze face.
“We are none!” I screamed.
My face, bronze face, my face, his face, bronze face, my face,
his face.
“We are whole!”
Bronze face, his face, my face, bronze face, my face, his face,
my face, his face, my face, my face, my face.
“We are one,” I whispered.
•

had lumbered up from the sofa and was standin’ at the side of
the coffee table. I took a coupla steps toward him and aimed
the gun at his chest. We were only about two feet apart. My
voice was a little shaky as I yelled, “I’m the King! Don’t you
understand that? I can’t have you sayin’ you’re the King, or let
anyone try and take bein’ the King away from me! I can’t let it
happen!”
•

Mitchel Whitington

“Come on, then,” he said, lookin’ at both of us with pure
Memphis disgust. He headed back towards his bedroom; when
we were almost there, Elvis turned and drop-kicked Miralee into
me, settin’ off the gun, and blowin’ away half her pretty little
head before she hit the floor.
He came out of his crouch, movin’ slick-ass fast for a big old
boy, reached beside the bedroom door, brought up a twelvegauge pump, leveled it at me, and fired point blank, channelin’
my ass into about three different counties.

Garland, TX

I guess the thing that had us spooked the most was the way
this fella carried himself. Just like the first one, he had the walk
and the sneer, and he even sounded like the King. At least, like
he did there at the last. Yep, there wasn’t no doubt in either
of our minds—just like the one we had, this one had to be the
King, too.
Well, when this other Elvis saw what was goin’ on, he and
our Elvis just started starin’ at each other. Now, this new King
was almost as fat as the one we had, but not quite. Kinda like
he was a before-Vegas Elvis and ours was an after-Vegas Elvis.
Or, I don’t know, maybe there wasn’t that much difference. But
in a situation like that, who could be judgin’ any better? Hell,
no one, I think. Me personally, I was scared as a squirrel bein’
chased by a tree-climbin’ hound.
Whatever these Elvis fellers was doin’, they must’ve got it all
figured out ’cause they all of a sudden up and bolted through the
door into the kitchen faster than a moonshiner from a revenue
man.
I heard one of ’em hollerin’ out the back door, and that
must’ve snapped me out of it. I grabbed Miralee’s arm and we
ran out after ’em. I was halfway draggin’ her along, ’cause she
was still kinda in shock. We cleared the back door just in time
to see both of them Kings runnin’ up a ramp into this thing
that couldn’t be nothin’ but a spaceship.
•

Terry Swindle

New Whiteland, IN

“No, Dwayne,” she pleaded, “I don’t know what you’re
thinkin’, but all I want is for us to be rich enough not to have to
worry about anything, ever! Think about it, a million dollars!”
The foolish woman. As if money is everythin’. To women
like her, it probably is, but this is my life we’re talkin’ about.
The King’s life.
I pulled back the hammer and said, “If you can’t see who I
am, then I don’t need you. I don’t need a bitch to bring me
down!”
I pulled the trigger, and the blast echoed through the house.
Miralee’s mouth formed a big “O”, and her eyes opened real
wide. I then noticed a red splotch form on the wet material of
her blouse, right between her breasts. Her eyes closed and her
mouth turned into a grimace as she fell to the floor. I stared at
Miralee’s fallen body, hearin’ the rain on the side of the house,
when a voice snapped my attention back to where I was.
“Good God, you shot her!”
My gaze went from the fallen Miralee to the other Elvis. He
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George Keith Hamrick

Bonifay, FL

******
“Beats hell out of roadkill,” Elvis drawled, grinning to himself
and humming some unwritten tune as he scooped up the bodies
and took them out to his freezer on the back porch. “But I sure
did want me some of them little chicken wings for a change.”

•

Jodi Strissel

New Canaan, CT

I looked at him and said, “I have to kill ya, y’know.”
“Don’t do it.”
I lifted the gun, but right before I squeezed the trigger he
stared daggers into me and said, “I’ll get you for this.” And
then it was over; he died like a King.
The reporter never caught up with us. And Miralee made me
do some awful things to the King so that when he was found,
no one would recognize him. Jeez, after I was done, they’d have
had trouble recognizin’ if he was human or not. I don’t know
what happened to me; it’s like it wasn’t me doin’ it. But all the
stuff on my hands said something different, and that seemed to
satisfy Miralee, so we drove off.
******
None of my clothes fit me anymore. I went out once and
bought an extra large pair of sweat pants and some huge tshirts, and that’s pretty much what I wear day in and day out.
I’ll go out tonight, though, all by myself. Miralee left me after I
started puttin’ on the weight; ran off with some guy that looked
like Randy Travis. Guess she has a thing about cheekbones. It’s
funny—I’m never really hungry, but I just keep on eatin’.
Tonight I’m goin’ to the Kentucky Fried Chicken in town to
buy a few buckets of wings. And they’ll be waitin’ for me there.
The car will be idlin’ in the parkin’ lot, and I’ll see the two blank
faces starin’ out at me through the steamed-up windows. I’ll
walk in and she’ll come in after me; guess I’m more like the
King than any of them other impersonators, huh? Guess he got
me back in the end, too.
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One of the comments many people make when they
send in their recommendations is that their list is “highly
subjective.” While this is true, I hope that you find the lists
useful as you try to steer your way around the trash that’s
printed these days (and indeed, many of you have written
in telling me how much you like this feature). Having said
that, let’s look at this issue’s titles:
From Dan B. McMillen, Seattle, Washington:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Book of the Dead, edited by John Skipp & Craig Spector.
Carrion Comfort, by Dan Simmons, 1989, Dark Harvest.
Prisoners of Twilight, by Don Robertson.
Oddkins and Midnight, by Dean R. Koontz.
Pearl, by Tabitha King.
She Wakes, by Jack Ketchum.
Voices in the Night, by Stephen Smoke.
Swan Song , by Robert R. McCammon (Dark Harvest
edition).
• Best of Shadows, by Charles L. Grant.

story ‘The E(rot)ic Potato’, then question your and Mr.
McGrath’s sanity.”
From Keith Hamrick, Bonifay, FL:
•
•
•
•
•

The Killing Man, by Mickey Spillane.
The Sun Also Rises, by Ernest Hemingway.
North Dallas After Forty , by Peter Gent.
Stalkers, edited by Martin H. Greenburg.
The Collected Stories of Richard Matheson.

From Hunter Goatley, Orem, Utah:
• Moonbane, by Al Sarrantonio (Bantam Spectra, October
1989). Another twist on the werewolf story: a volcano
erupts on the moon, spewing werewolves to the earth!
A wild ride with a surprise ending. I enjoyed it a lot.
• The Anubis Gates, by Tim Powers (Ace, 1984; Ziesing

From Chris Wisner, Dixon, Illinois:
• Sins of the Flesh, by Don Davis and Jay Davis. “An
unbelievable first book. This one will blow you away.
Can’t wait to see what the Davis brothers do next.”
• Sepulchre, by James Herbert. “Herbert’s best yet.”
• Beneath Still Waters, by Matthew J. Costello. “Very
eerie, enough to make you give up swimming forever.”
• Blood of the Impaler , by Jeffrey Sackett. “Very clever
reworking of the Dracula legend.”
From Jamie McCoy, Branchburg, NJ:
• Book of the Dead, edited by John Skipp & Craig Spector.
“Not for the squeamish.”
• Dydeetown World, by F. Paul Wilson. “Great mix of SF,
mystery, and fantasy.”
• Hyperion, by Dan Simmons.
• The Jaguar Hunter , by Lucius Shepard. “The short story
‘Delta Sly Honey’ is only in the British edition, and that’s
a shame. That story is terrific.”

Orbaugh

From Mark Turek, Wallingford, CT:
• The Great and Secret Show , by Clive Barker. “New Age
horror? Barker’s best novel and a true classic.”
• Hyperion, by Dan Simmons. “Great adventure science
fiction with one of the most memorable monsters of
recent years.”
• Blood and Water and Other Stories, by Patrick McGrath.
“Some really weird and funky stuff here. Read the
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Lights Out!
1989). A wonderfully complex time-travel novel that
takes a man from 1983 back in time to London in 1810.
In this paradoxical story, Powers masterfully takes actual
events and combines them with some magic and a high
spirit of adventure. Highly recommended.
• Night Prophets, by Paul F. Olson (Onyx, 1989). This
vampire novel, though nowhere near as good as some

other recent ones, still presents a fun story good for
killing time.
By the way, all of the review comments were made by the
respective submitters. If you want to recommend a book or
books that others may have missed, send the titles, authors,
publishers, and dates to Lights Out!

The Box Cover for Simon & Schuster Audio’s
Something Passed By , Due in April

Horror Writers of America
Membership in The Horror Writers of America is open to everyone. Most Lights Out!
subscribers can join as Affiliate Members at a cost of $40 per year. For your hard-earned
money you’ll receive the bi-monthly HWA newsletter, the HWA Membership Directory, and
the chance to make preliminary recommendations for the Bram Stoker Awards. To join, or for
more information, write to the following address: Ms. Theresa Phillips Gladden, Horror Writers
of America, P.O. Box 1077, Eden, NC 27288.
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